
 

Genevieve is a northern blooded songstress inspired by the environment, nature, and 
the alluring people she has met throughout the years. She thoughtfully connects 
heavy emotions through lyrics & melodies, paired with a groovy alternative vibe. 
Genevieve currently resides in Prince George, BC on the ancestral, unceded lands of 
the Lheidli T'enneh First Nation with her partner, two orange cats, and dog. She is 
currently gearing up for festival season 2024 to promote her new EP “Why Am I Like 
This”. RIYL: Sarah Harmer, Florence and the Machine, Madi Diaz.  

Genevieve Jaide’s third album "Why Am I Like This" was written as a coping 
mechanism to work through her personal mental health journey. The title track is a 
specific story about social anxiety in where you wish you could promptly teleport 
literally *anywhere* from the situation that you are in - a pretty relatable feeling. The 
single, “I Feel Everything”, is an explosion of emotions that can no longer be held 
inside and is paired with a very intriguing music video that has reached over 21K 
views! The song leaves you feeling uncomfortable and wondering ‘what the heck did 
I just watch?’, yet somehow you can’t look away and will have this powerhouse tune 
stuck in your head for days.  
The EP sifts through different memories and digs deep into the strange realities of 
one's messy mind. The genre jumps around from alternative, folk, indie-pop, to 
Canadiana, but maintains Jaide's lyrically driven and terrifically 
vulnerable singer-songwriter vibe.  

‘I hope this album helps you through your wandering moments like it has 
helped me through mine.’  

Recorded, produced, and mixed by Connor Pritchard at Pulp City 
Music in Prince George BC. Written by Genevieve Jaide. Composed 
by Genevieve Jaide & Connor Pritchard. Mastered by Chris Holmes 
in Kelowna, BC. Supported by local Prince George musicians and 
friends: Nick Tindale (Drums), Brock Patch (Guitar, BG Vocals), 
Calvin Hilde (Keys, Synth), Brin Porter (Bass, Upright Bass, Cello), 
Connor Pritchard (Acoustic Guitar, BG Vocals, Drums, Bass).  
This project was generously supported by Creative BC and the 
Province of British Columbia. 

1.Somewhere in Between (3:16) 

2.Why Am I Like This (3:18) 
3.City of Lies (3:13) 

4.I Feel Everything (3:47) 
5.Begging You (4:22) 
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